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• Restored Regular Reading of God’s Word 
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• Corrected the Worship (verses 4-6)

• Corrected Offices (verse 5)

• Corrected Moral Problems (verses 7, 10)

• Removed Innovations (verse 8)
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• We must not stop until the 
job is complete!

–We have not “arrived” 

(Jude 3).

–Plenty of work to do!

–No room for complacency 

(Hebrews 6:1)  Press on!
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• Real Genuine Spiritual Restoration
–Take a stand against apathy, 

externalism, worldliness…
–Yield oneself to God and His will
–Have a real sense of God’s 

presence
–True revival is God’s work 

(Ephesians 3:20)
–Die to self and let God work
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